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Present past future tense review pdf

Author/Creation: Jennifer Maund, July 2010. Summary: Defines four types of verbs (simple, perfect, progressive, and perfect progressive) and how present, past and future function within every type. Educational purposes: To define four types of function. The stress of the function is manifested in the time or function of the process expressed in its condition. Each of the six is the primary shape. All basic
forms are from principal parts: existing (base), existing parta-kapala (except function), past (-edi), and past partakapala (-en plus, was, is). When you speak and write using the correct function, it is important to understand that time period actions have been taken place. There are four types of verbs: simple, perfect, progressive, and perfect progressive, with a version of the past, and future in each category.
Every tension means its own. When the place of actions (completed, continued, continues, still located in the future) determines which to use. Start with simple format SIYs. Present tension is Present, which indicates the actions or circumstances now underway. Current tensions are often used in the state of general information as well as views and opinions. Former water gym in 32 degrees Farn. Former.
They are angry about the decision. Pastanat is past, which indicates actions or conditions that have already occurred and do not extend to the present. Former. He felt better after the test. The former Germany attacked Poland on 1 September 1939. Naturally, one of the simplefutures is that it indicates actions that do not yet begin. To configure tensions in the future, you will use or will be the basis or
current principal part of the function. Former. I'll graduate in the next year after. Former. The exhibition will come to Houston in September. * The question of using * will be asked for many years, as it will often not be used in the United States, should be used when discussing legal documents, meetings and responsibilities. Often used when the speaker is polite or inviting. * Exercise test your knowledge of
the above information before transferring to 1Let's. In every blank below, write the stress of function in parentheses. 1. They around the living room. (Run-current) 2. We have our plans for the weekend. (Past conversations) 3. Machinery cargo is soon filled as soon as the boat is full. (Cell Future) 4. Listening to The Music. (Enjoy past) 5. That comedy music. (e.g. present) 6. I got my new leather jacket.
(Borrowing future) 7. The arguments that I am right. (Convincing future) 8. Although the car is old, it's well. (Run-current) 9. Buyer manager to see. (Ask the past) 10. Lead guitar in the person band in the right- of-the-way. Check (Play-Current) Yourself: Exercise 1 Insursusi Key answered below to check your answers: 1. He walks around the living room. (Run-current) 2. We discussed our plans for the
weekend. (Past conversations) 3. Boat Cell as soon as the machinery cargo is full. (Cell Future) 4. Get to listen to The Natsha Music. (Enjoy past) 5. He likes music comedy. (e.g. present) 6. I will give you your new leather jacket. (Borrowing future) 7. This arguments will convince you that I am right. (Convincing future) 8. The car is old, though, it walks well. (Run-current) 9. Buyer asked to see the manager.
(Ask the past) 10. The person in the right-over band pays lead guitar. (Play-current) Exercise 2 Identify the stress of the underlined function in each sentence. 1. He will attend a conference in Washington. 2. Barbra and my petition refused to sign. 3. Practice dancers every day. 4. Stories exist before the written date. 5. Blue J has very unusual habits. 6. He gets scared when a squirrel drops his nuts. 7. A
good story will be action and drama. 8. We saw a bird with red fins and poonch. 9. Warn other animals of unhappy animal co-serisk. 10. We will follow our math skills this year. Check yourself: Exercise 2 Insorsusi Answer sakey below to check your answers: 1. They will attend a conference in Washington. Future 2. Barbra and my petition refused to sign. Past 3. Dancers practice every day. Current 4. The
story name is present before the written date. Past 5. Blue J has very unusual habits. Current 6. He gets scared when a squirrel drops his nuts. Current 7. A good story will be action and drama. Future 8. We saw a bird with red fins and poonch. Past 9. Beware other animals of unhappy animal co-serisk. Current 10. We will follow our math skills this year. The next scousses to consider the perfect formso of
the future is perfect, which provides information about the time frame of the completion of the action. The perfect aspect indicates that the action of the function has been completed by a particular location in the past, present, or future. The current perfect current is the perfect tension that describes an event that has already been completed in the present. It is the use or addition of past partakapala form of
function (-ed, en). Former. I've gone to school for five years. The former father has written many stories from his childhood. The past is perfect, where the next stress was completed before a certain time in the past. To configure the perfect tension of the past, you will use the past partacampala form of function. Former. We had considered several alternative projects. He had finished the bill before the taxi
had come. One of the last perfect future perfect syllables of the future is the perfect future, whose action will be completed by a certain time in the future that states. To shape the perfect tension of the future, you will need to use or get the past partakapala form of function. Former. In ten years the actual investment will double. Former. Students will be using all their paper by December. Exercise 3Again, test
your knowledge before moving on to us. Underline the function in each of the following Then identify the stress of each function. 1. They had informed us about their arrival. 2. Our dog has cut anyone. 3. The family will end dinner by seven. 4. We've seen the movie twice. 5. Tom will go before the arrival of the brain. 6. The Gint team has refused any credit for success. 7. By this evening, I will be cleaned
down the whole. 8. We had saved each other for 20 years. 9. We understood many alternative projects. 10. I have two poems by Walt Wehmann. Check yourself: Exercise 3 Insursusi key answered below to check your answers: 1. They had informed us about their arrival. 2 past. Our dogs have cut anyone. Present perfect 3. The family will end dinner by seven. Future Perfect 4. We've seen the movie
twice. Presenting Perfect 5. Tom will go before the brain's arrival. Future Perfect 6. Jayant has denied any credit for the team's success. Present perfect 7. By this evening, I've cleaned the whole down. Future Perfect 8. We had saved each other for 20 years. Past 9. We had considered several alternative projects. Past 10. I have two poems by Walt Wehmann. Write the basic form of function as directed in
the current perfect exercise 4Write parenthesis. 1. Three times in the last year, The Java-Insurance. (Move-Perfect current) 2. They wanted to do everything by the end of their vacation. (See-Perfect in the Past) 3. By the end of their visit, group in eleven cities. (Perform perfect in future) 4. Sharon for his adviser earlier that day. (Talk-Perfect in the Past) 5. We love our new neighbors very much. (Addition
seperfect) 6. Margi before spring semester. (Graduate future perfect) 7. We three times this week. (Exercise currently perfect) 8. Manager to the twice-time horseman from that time. (Talk-Perfect in the Past) 9. I once made the whole kitchen by mom's return. (Clean future perfect) 10. The saving area for the last three hours. Check (current search perfect) yourself: Exercise 4 Insursusi Answer key below to
check your answers: 1. Javavesans has been moved three times in the past year. (Move-Perfect current) 2. They saw everything they wanted by the end of their vacation. (See-Perfect in the Past) 3. By the end of their visit, the group would have performed in eleven cities. (Perform perfect in future) 4. Sharon had already said to his adviser that day. (Talk-Perfect in the Past) 5. We have increased our
passion for our new neighbors. (Addition seperfect) 6. Margi must have graduated before the spring semester. (Graduate future perfect) 7. We've used it three times this week. (Exercise currently perfect) 8. The manager had also said to the horse twice of that time. (Talk-Perfect in the Past) 9. I will be cleaning the entire kitchen by the return of the mother at that time. (Clean future perfect) 10. The rescuer
has searched the areas for the last three hours. The next set of Progressive Forms Sses (currently perfect of search) is known as the developed form, which means action or conditions (Continue, continue). The current progressive lying progresavipressant likes to continue doing things as we speak. This is established with the current partacapala, am, or are. Former. Kids are playing outside. Former Lyam
church has attended. In the past, ProgressiveVata had taken action in the past development over the past one period. It was and was established with (current Partakapala) plus. Former. By the 1970s, many Americans were buying small cars. Former. I was writing to you when you took me. In the future, progressively one of the developed one-ses is progressive in the future, which shows that action will
continue during some future time frames. To shape a progressive in the future, you will use or will have the current parta-kaplana form (-ing) of the function. Former. A team of observers will monitor the elections. The former Cllrasis will study music at a special camp this summer. 5. The function is in advanced form as a provision of action. 1. Despite its height, Kate to make the basketball team. (Current
progressive of hope) 2. Rain all our plans. (Destroyed-current progressive) 3. The last ferry soon. (Leave future growth) 4. Building your workers. (Repair-Future Progressive) 5. The architect of their projects. (Explain the current development) 6. They are important political issues. Check (debate-current progressive) yourself: Exercise 5 Answer key below to check your answers. 1. Despite its height, Kate
hopes to make the basketball team. (Current progressive of hope) 2. Rain is destroying all our plans. (Destroyed-current progressive) 3. The last ferry will be left soon. (Leave future growth) 4. Construction of workers will be repaired. (Repair-Future Progressive) 5. Architects explain their plans. (Explain the current development) 6. They are discussing important political issues. (Debate-present progressive)
Perfect progressive forms Sa use a collection of perfect and progressive forms that are excellent progressive. The perfect progressive emphasizes the period or the kontanovosanis of action. To write in the best progressive tension, you will use a form (perfect) after function and (progressive). The current perfect progressavithi is currently the perfect progressive that began in the past, continues in the
present, and can continue in the future. It is set up with or has the form of function other than this. Ex. Kim has been writing a novel because she left high school. Former. There have been dogs of Sumatra since 2000. In the past, some statements that have begun in the past, that the perfect progressive progressive progressivehas started in the past, continued in the past, and concluded in the past. It has
been established with and has been in addition to the function. Former. I was riding on the bus until I got my license. The former Frank was getting his uncle the notes well. The perfect future progressavithi the future is something the perfect progressive states that Currently in and in the future. It will be established with and in addition to the function. Former. By the time the class ends, students will be
working for 10 minutes without a break. The former Hunna will be playing the drink for five years this June. Exercise 6 Write the correct form of function is described in parentheses. 1. All that afternoon. (Study Past Complete Progressive) Susan 9M for two hours (work perfect progressive in future) 3. We have a folklore, Ratnan. (Tell the best progressive currently) 4. Reigai loaded a heavy course this year.
(Current lying perfect progressive) 5. I was due to very low grades. (Expected lying perfect progressive in the past) 6. They for two hours by noon. (Arrow Future Perfect Progressive) 7. Other ideas about Nick's concert. (Current is completeprogressive) 8. We dancers carefully check all evening (see the perfect progressive past) themselves: check your answers using the sentences below the workout. 1. He
was studied all afternoon. (Read past complete progressive) 2. Susan 9M (working future perfect progressive) will be working for two hours by 3. Ratnan is telling us a folklore. (Tell the best progressive currently) 4. Reigi is loading a heavy course this year. (Current lying perfect progressive) 5. I was much higher because I was expecting very low grades. (Expected lying perfect progressive in the past) 6.
He will be swimming for two hours by noon. (Arrow Future Perfect Progressive) 7. Nick has been second thought about the concert. (Current is completeprogressive) 8. We were watching the dancer carefully all evening (see the perfect progressive of the past) function stress final review review 1Identity identifying the tension of each of the following functions. 1.2 will be. Ride 3. 4. 5 kept. 6 was left. He
wrote 7. 8 will be written. 9. 10 will ride. Using 2Conjuget given as the subject of qua'ad, you will be reviewing the following regular and bad verbs. See (with this) ex. They present present: Past: Future: Present Perfect: Perfect In The Past: Perfect Future: Current Progressive: Progressive in the Past: Progressive in the Future: Best Future Development: Perfect Progressive In The Past: Past: Future:
Current Development: Most Perfect In The Past: In View Of Future Development: First Development In The Past. Progressive in the past: The best future development: The perfect progress in the future is to decide how the function should be changed, then correct these writings. 1) Last year for my birthday, my parents took me to New York City. 2) We visit the state building of the Empire and take a boat
to the statue of The City of Lourti and Alice Island. 3) I would like to statue through The Harber and sail alice island best. 4) He thought of me riding the boat that my great grandfather took alice island to come 5) My father has said that he remembers that his grandfather has told him the story of the sea trip. 6) When the great - grandpa arrived in New York, he sees the statue. 7) I believe I had always
remembered this story. Final review responses 1 1. Will be: Progressive in the Future 2. Ride: Current 3. Was coming: Progressive in the past 4. Kept: Perfect in the past 5. Was left: Perfect progressive in the past 6. Written: Past 7. Written: Future Perfect 8. Given: Current perfect 9. Will ride: Future 10. Will cry: 2 visits to the perfect progressive in the future (he visits with him): He visits the past: He visited
the future: He has visited the next perfect one: he has a development visit in the future: he is advanced in the future: he will be visiting the next Progressive He said that in the past, the perfect progressive has visited: he was a visit to perfect development in the future: he is starting with him (he) exists: he starts past: he will start the future: He has started the future: He said he is starting development in the
past He started developing in the future: he'll already be the perfect progressive start: he's started the perfect progressive in the past: he was started the perfect progressive in the future: he'd have been starting to review 3 1 last year for his birthday, my parents took me to New York City. 2) We visited the state building of the Empire and took a boat to the statue of The City and Alice Island. 3) I like the
statue by The Harber and the better of sailing through Alice Island. 4) He took me to the island of Alice as an immigrant to come to think of boat riding. 5) My father remembers saying he still tell the story of his grandfather traveling to the sea. 6) When the great grandfather arrived in New York, he saw the sculptures. 7) I'm sure I'll always miss this story. Very.
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